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THE NEW YORK BUNKERWORLD FORUM 2006 – November 16, 2006

Welcome Address, by Peter G. Drakos

President of the Connecticut Maritime Association, and Partner Blank Rome LLP

Thank you for the opportunity to be here this morning.  It is a privilege for me, as the President
of the Connecticut Maritime Association, to be the one who welcomes you to the 2006
BunkerWorld Forum in New York.  It’s always good when shipping people gather.  No matter
what sector of the business, we speak the same language.

We have a complex industry with many moving and changing parts.  The need to stay current is
one reason why we always seem to be conferencing together.  But another explanation is simply
that this is an international industry with colorful and diverse members, all of whom enjoy the
flair of the business, as well as a drink after work.  If you fit into one or both of those categories,
welcome to New York.

While Connecticut is the home of the largest concentration of shipping companies in the U.S.,
we think of the New York tri-state area as a true maritime cluster, comprised of shipowners and
shippers, charterers and operators, suppliers and brokers, lawyers and arbitrators, banks and
insurers.  It goes without saying that the bunker industry is an active part of the maritime cluster.

It is therefore no surprise that New York is a center for shipping conferences and gatherings.
And this is the conference season.  In the past few weeks we have seen the Marine Money
conference; the NYMAR conference; the Goldman Sachs seminar; and the list goes on.  But
those conferences generally share a common focus – they look at the freight and capital markets
and the investment side of the business, but not the operational side.  Today’s BunkerWorld
Conference is a welcome change.

“Squeezing the Bunker Barrel” is a catchy and inclusive title.  If you look at the distinguished
cast of speakers today, the topics are relevant to ship operators and suppliers alike.  Dealing with
high prices for fuel oil:  How to pay for it, and How to supply it.

Depending upon your sector of the trade, the high price of fuel is a relative burden.  It was
recently reported that our local companies have had a good year.  Connecticut-based OMI had a
26% increase in profit for the third quarter 2006; OSG also had a 26% third quarter profit
increase; while General Maritime’s third quarter profit more than tripled. Not only were rates
strong, but the tanker trade benefited from a revised world-scale that adjusted for higher fuel
costs.  On the other hand, the container trade has not been so lucky.  It was reported last week
that profits at MOL, K Line, HMM, and Iino have been battered by high fuel costs and lower
freight rates.  Chilean containership owner/operator CSAV reported a loss of $111 million over
the first three quarters of 2006, compared to a profit of $148 million over the same period in
2005.   The point is, regardless of the sector, profitability is adversely affected by the high costs
of fuel.

On the supply side, could it be that high prices are causing a tightening of supplies?  That’s an
unusual twist which I believe you will hear more about today.

Which brings me to a favorite subject that is mentioned at every shipping conference I have
attended for the past 3 – 4 years:  China.  No conference is complete without a reference to the
impact the Chinese factor has upon every aspect of the shipping industry, including the bunker
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industry.  Are trade patterns and product distribution lines being re-drawn in response to the
Chinese demand?   We will hear about that, but I leave you with something that was reported this
week out of China from the President of COSCO, Capt Wei.  He said China needs 70 VLCCs to
be self sufficient in transporting its oil demand.  COSCO is initially looking at 15 tankers, and
other Chinese companies will need to secure the rest.  Is it any surprise that China has built fuel
oil terminals that can directly accept VLCCs?

These are challenging times.  A by-line for most shipping conferences is “follow the money”.  A
by-line for this conference may be “follow the fuel oil”.

Thanks for listening, and enjoy the show.


